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Constructing a Practice Informed Graduate Attributes Toolkit: built in not bolt-on
Jen Harvey, Allison Kavanagh, Dave Kilmartin, Rachel O'Connor, Ciaran O'Leary, Kevin O'Rourke
Dublin Institute of Technology

It is generally recognised that Higher Education students should be afforded a range of formal and informal
learning opportunities to develop skills, or graduate attributes, that have the potential to enhance their
success both in their chosen career choice and as active global citizens. This requires a shared understanding
of these graduate attributes among programme team members, students and external stakeholders.
The DIT Graduate Attributes policy (2012) therefore requires that all programmes make explicit an agreed
set of graduate attributes intended to be fully integrated within curriculum design, with their development
clearly mapped across programmes. To facilitate the sharing of knowledge and experience across the
Institute, initiatives such as the Graduate Attributes Toolkit are being developed.
The online toolkit draws on a database of case studies collected from lecturers across a broad range of
disciplines. Users of the Graduate Attributes Toolkit are invited to select one of five overarching attributes –
enterprising, engaged, enquiry-based, expert and effective; and then explore each of these further through
associated, detailed attributes such as excellent communicator and digitally literate. Toolkit users are
provided with a description and rationale for each of the 20 detailed graduate attributes, and then a tool to
help them recognise the degree to which their practice currently supports students in developing this
attribute. They are then provided with access to case studies which demonstrate how the objective of
developing this attribute can further inform the development of their practice. The case studies are
accompanied by lists of suggested learning outcomes which can help the lecturer both recognise how their
current activity contributes to the development of key graduate attributes, and can also encourage them to
further develop their modules to reflect those attributes. The DIT Graduate Attribute Toolkit is a growing
resource which is available at http://dit.ie/teaching/graduateattributes/
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STUDENT SUCCESS

One of the most fundamental questions in planning for the future is: what
are the right skills for the graduates of 2015 and of 2030 and what mix of
skills should we pursue as learning outcomes of higher education? To
address the societal needs over the coming years, increased attention
must be paid to core skills such as quantitative reasoning, critical thinking,
communication skills, team-working skills and the effective use of
information technology. The emphasis has switched from overspecialisation towards deeper and broader disciplinary foundations, with
learning objectives that explicitly seek to nurture in students the creativity,
enthusiasm and skills required for continual engagement with learning. In
this context, the arts, humanities and social sciences have a key role to
play. The Innovation Taskforce emphasised the importance of independent
thinking and ‘the development of creative, high-skilled graduates as well
as lifelong learning, mentoring and continuous professional development’.
(Hunt report, 2010)
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Academic achievement, engagement in educationally purposeful
activities, satisfaction, acquisition of desired knowledge, skills
and competencies, persistence, attainment of educational
objectives, and post-college performance

EMPLOYER
EXPECTATIONS

EMPLOYER
EXPECTATIONS

“Employers were less satisfied with graduate’s ‘ability to work
autonomously’ expecting them to be better able to work on their own
initiative, manage their time effectively and be responsible for
themselves and their tasks.

Skills (beyond the minimum entry requirements) identified by employer
organisations that their organisation currently requires and the Irish higher
education system is currently not providing
• A greater level of soft skills transferrable into the working environment,
e.g. verbal and written communication, teamwork, grammar
• More practical workplace experience through placements or work
experience programmes
• More technical skills such as, problem solving, analytical skills, data
analysis
• An entrepreneurial spirit
• Specific languages with a high level of proficiency in sufficient quantities
• General presentation skills.

Attitudinal skills and an approach to work that suggests enthusiasm and
willingness to learn and develop were also highlighted as areas for
improvement.
The survey suggests that employers are now expecting higher education
institutions to embed generic or employability skills more fully into
their curricula.
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National Employer Survey (2015)

IBEC – Education and skills report – November 2010
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EMPLOYER
EXPECTATIONS
Technical Skills

Customer Orientation

Flexibility

In 2007, the DIT Academic Council approved a recommendation that ‘all
programmes will provide students with a range of opportunities to develop,
practice and be assessed on an agreed range of key employability skills or
graduate attributes.’ These to be made explicit as learning outcomes within
the appropriate programme documentation.

A willingness to learn from and listen to older colleagues

Good communication skills – with clients and colleagues
Attention to detail

Effective presenters

Relationship Management

Good English and ability to write clearly and concisely
Teamwork
Integrity & honesty

Problem Solving

Ability to develop good business relationships - able to understand clients’ needs
Hard work

A willingness to go the extra mile

Willingness to own up to mistakes and not try to brush them under the carpet or blame someone else

In order that all graduates leave with an agreed set of key skills for
employability, it was felt that it would be necessary for DIT to identify a set of
desired generic skills (in line with professional body recommendations) which
are
• defined as key, cognitive and subject specific

Obviously, totally digitally literate!

• made explicit within programme documents,

Recognition that spelling is important, letters/reports cannot go to clients with mistakes
A knowledge of/ interest in the wider business world

• measurable and assessable with strategies put in place in order that they
are taught, practiced or assessed.
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Good general knowledge – up to date with current news/events, readers of newspapers, not just
soundbites or headlines
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Intelligence and ‘cop on’

DIT GRADUATE
ATTRIBUTES POLICY

Civically engaged, socially responsible graduates who contribute meaningfully and
positively in their professional, community and social environments.

Enterprising

Graduates who have the skills, knowledge and attributes needed to apply creative ideas
and innovations and to find practical solutions.

Enquiry based

Graduates with a spirit of curiosity and a desire to learn, motivated to draw upon existing
knowledge, generating new ideas, seeking out learning opportunities, exploring the
application of theory to practice and actively creating new knowledge

Effective

Effective, highly skilled and confident graduates with the capacity to achieve desired
results, believing that they can make a positive difference.

Expert in
chosen subject
discipline

Graduates with the professional knowledge and capacity independently to practice,
reflect, review and build upon disciplinary expertise and judgment.
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Definition

Engaged
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Graduate
Attributes

DIAMOND-9

DIT GRADUATE
ATTRIBUTES

DIT Graduate Attributes : Engaged : Enterprising : Enquiry Based : Effective : Expert in Chosen Subject
Discipline

DIT Teaching, Learning & Assessment
Strategy
Approved by Academic Council
December 2014

Areas of
Focus

DIT students develop our graduate attributes through enriching
educational experiences
Curriculum
Quality
Curriculum
Framework
Programme
Team Culture
First Year
Curriculum
Redesign
Assessment and
Feedback
Reviewof
Number
programmes
aligned within
framework
Digital capacity

Indicators

Programme teams
engaged with
course design
workshops
New TU4Dublin
First year
curriculum

Review

Teaching
Academic
Professional
Development
Support
Scholarship of
Teaching
through sharing
best practice
Quality student
Feedback and
Assessment
Academic
Professional
Development
embedded through
PMDS
Implementation of
Q5 Best Practice
exemplars across
programmes

Students

Diversity

Engageme
nt

Successful
managed
transitions

Learning
opportunities for
different learner
needs.

Strategic
Partnerships

Personal
development

Market
Responsive

Empowering
responsibility
through
participation

Flexible learner
pathways

Support structures
in place for all
students from first
year
onwards
Participation in
SEAD, LEAD or
equivalent

Tailored CPD
Alumni feedback
programme for
including National
Assessment and
Managers
student survey
Feedback
data
Principles
Modification
Modification
Modification
based onIterative based
on and modification
based on
review
Feedback
Feedback
Feedback

Alignment with
HEA Compact
targets
Optional or elective
modules
embedded in
existing
programmes
Internationalised
curriculum
Digital campus

Knowledge
Exchange
Regional Focus
& International
Outlook
Collaboration on
Institute and TU
No. ofActivities
programmes
involving
significant internal /
external
collaboration
Ongoing
engagement with
stakeholders on
programme
design, delivery &
feedback

Compact targets
attained

Alignment with
National Research
Prioritisation
Exercise

Modification

Modification

TOOLKIT DESIGN
Support for programme teams
Built on best practice
Linked to existing initiatives
Practically focussed:
• Assessment methods
• Learning outcomes
• Learning and teaching
methods
What does this mean?
Why is this important?
Ideas...

based
based
ononfeedbackbased on
Feedback

Feedback

Outcome : DIT Graduates make a vital contribution to Knowledge, Culture, Society and the Economy

http://dit.ie/teaching/graduateattributes/
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